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Title word cross-reference

$14.95 [Smi03]. $24.95 [Ber03d]. $44.95 [Mor03]. $8.50 [Smi78]. $95.00 [Win03]. \pi [RG02, She12].


1 [Cor15c, GR02, GH18b, Ich06, Kap07, Kos03b, RAG+04, Sac07, Spi15a]. 1-2-3 [Kap07, Sac07]. 1-4033-1517-5 [Smi03]. 10NES [O’D09]. 11 [Kis95]. 1620 [Spi05]. 1870s [Tym96]. 1880s [Hei11]. 18th-Century [Cro03a, Cro03b]. 18th-Century [Cro03a, Cro03b]. 1920s [Cor17]. 1930s [Hei11]. 1940s [Asp00, Cor06a]. 1950s [Cl10, Cor06a, DMD18, Hai09, Kos03a, Tin10]. 1958-1985 [Vog17]. 1960s [Cor02, Don10, Gup07, Hai02, Hai09, Hen05, Joh98, Joh02, Pee09, Smi16b, Tin10, Tym96]. 1970s [Cor15b, Cor15a, Gre95, HIIT05, Pee09, RP12]. 1976-1985 [Ber06a]. 1978 [Hus97]. 1980s [Cor15a, Cor17, OARHC10, RP12, Sta15]. 1985-1995 [Ber06b]. 1990 [Wei93d]. 1990s [Cor15b, HII+05]. 1st [Smi03].
[Asp93a, Ges08]. Analog [Asp93a, Cly93, Coh15, Col14, Hemi1a, Sma93, Bow96c, Joh96, Per99, Puc96, Tym96]. Analysis [Neu09]. Analyst [Wil03, Too96]. Analytical [Bro00, Wil00c, Bro98]. analyzer [Hai03a]. Ancestor [Har13]. Ancient [GB13, de 59]. Anderson [Gui99]. Andrew [CH15]. Andries [Mac98]. Anecdotal [Smi01b]. Anecdotes [Ano97a, Ano02b, Ano10a, Ber03f, Fit02a, Fit02b, Fit03a, Fit03b, FAP+03, Fit03c, FRB04, Gri01a, Kap97, LM06, MS09, Pat06, Rob05a, Rob04a, Rob04b, Rob04c, Rob05b, Rob05c, Rob05d, Rob05e, Roe09, Tom92a, Tom92b, Tom92c, Tom93a, Tom93b, Tom93c, Tom94, Tom95a, Tom95b, Tom95c, Tom99, Tom00a, Tom00c, Tre01]. Animated [Was13]. Annals [Ano03a, Ano06, Ano19b, Ano98b, Cer02, Gal04]. Anne [Nik17a]. Anne-Louise [Nik17a]. Anniversary [Kid96a, Win96]. Annual [Ano00a, Ano01a, Ano02a, Ano03a, Ano04a, Ano05, Ano06, Ano07, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano11a, Ano13a, Dod00]. Answer [Ber14, Cor04]. Antikythera [Ash76, Bal76, Bro77, Dra76a, Nas75, Nor77, Ole77, Smi78, Bro86, Mor84, Spi08, de 74]. Antiquity [Smi78]. anyone [Kis99b]. Apollo [Kid99d]. Application [Cas06, Cor97]. Applications [Ano07b, GR02, Ray02, Sch06a, Whe92b, Cor96]. Applied [CD14]. Appreciation [Mor84]. Appreciation [Tha17]. Approach [Lat13]. Appropriating [Alb10, Don10]. Appropriation [BLH12, Yos13a]. Arc [Ges07b]. Archeologist [Ber03d]. Architect [And07b, Nik17b]. Architects [Kid99e]. Architectural [Hal18, Cer97]. Architecture [MA96, Fal08, Roj97]. Architectures [Lav93]. Archive [ORB+92, Sha00]. Archives [BK01, Fei10, ORB+92]. Area [Ges06b, Ges09a]. Argentina [Car15]. Arithmetic [Roe15, Roe16b, Wil97a]. Arming [AW94]. ARPA [0’N95]. ARPANET [FC15, O’N95, FC16, Kir99, Luk11, WI14]. Array [Asp07, Mis07a, Wei92e]. article [Ano98b]. Artificial [Kli11, Ada96]. artillery [Per99]. Arts [SWH18]. Asia [Cho16, RCP+13]. Asian [NM09]. Ask [Nov16]. Asociación [FHD17]. Aspects [DMS18]. Aspray [VM18]. assembly [Hol97]. Assertions [Hon03]. Assisted [BH95]. Assistive [Alp15]. Associates [Moo03]. Association [CCK00]. associative [Ber03f]. Assurance [CK94]. Astronomical [Roe12]. Atanasoff [Gri00a, Lee95d, Wil01b]. Atex [Dra18, Sey18a]. Atlas [How99]. Atsushi [RAG+04]. Attempt [Ban06]. Augmentative [Alp15]. Augusta [Lee00a]. Australia [Mac03]. Australian [Tat13]. Author [Ano13a, Ano18a, Ano00a]. Authoritarianism [da 15a]. Authoritative [RAG+04]. Authority [Gal11]. Authors [Ano92c]. autobiography [Hal00]. Automata [Kli11]. Automated [Ekl94]. Automatic [Hus97, Jon04, Kis95]. Automating [Mar02]. Automation [BB02, BGM02, Hai06, McC02, Sla15, De 95, Mac95]. Autoscritcher [CF92]. Award [Ano16h, Ano15a, Ano17a, Ano17l, Ano19a]. Awards [Ano16a, Ano17d, Bow98b, Ano17y]. B.C. [Bro77, de 74, Bal76, Dra76a, Nas75, Nor77, Ole77, Smi78]. B5000 [GS03, GS09]. Babbage [Ano00b, Ano17a, Asp07, CK92d, CK01b, Lee95e, Mis07a, Nor01, Sc195, Wil00c, Ber92, Bro98, Bro00, BW00, CK94, CK00, CK01a, Dod00, FF03, GG92, Gri10, Hym92, Rob93, Roe09, Swa05a, Wil00a, Wil00b, Wil98b]. Baby [Cop11b, Bur05]. Bachman [Hai11]. Back [Fel11, Mul03, Tym96]. Bag [Cor13].
Balls [Was13]. Baltimore [GH18b]. Bank [PM93, Mar12, MF93, McK95]. Banks [Neu04]. Barcelona [FH14]. Barclays [Mar12]. Bardeen [Sei03]. Base [Hai09]. Based [Nov11, Ste03, CMM95, Est00]. Bassett [Mor03]. Battalion [Hea01a]. battles [Kid00e]. BBC [Jon04]. BBN [Bar05, Ber05, Cas06, Feu06, FC16, Hea05, Lev05, Mak06, PB06, Sch06a, Swe05, Wei06]. BC [Ash76]. Be [Ano16i, Ano17k, Gal04, Tes18]. beaten [Joh99]. Beatrice [Cam03b]. Beauchamp [Win03]. Beautiful [CCK00]. Became [Kat10, Pau14]. Beckmann [OB08]. Before [AC16, Fra04, Ger04, GS03, Lig03, Pol97, Roe16a, RAG +04, Tak96]. began [Joh98]. Beginning [BGM02, Car15, Dar12, FBK06, Kid00d]. Beginnings [Cro93, LML92, Mur09, Neb98]. Behavioral [Swe05]. Behind [Cam03a]. Belarus [Sto99]. Bell [RAG +04, Irv01, Spi15b]. Bells [OK07]. Benchmark [Kap07]. Benson [Dia16]. bent [Cos96]. Beranek [WN05, WN06]. Berkeley [Lon04, Yat97]. Bernard [Hai03c, Ake08, Hai04b]. Bernie [Hai04b, Ano01b]. Berry [BS96]. BESK [Pet05]. Best [Fev13, Ano17o, Ano17p]. Bets [HPR14a]. Better [Ano17w, Ano17x, Ano17v]. Between [Gre05, RAG +04, SR14, VHCSCC15, DMD18, DeN15a, De 95, Yat97, Ger04]. Bibliographic [Ano97b]. Bibliography [Ano92c]. Big [Ano16m, Ano19e, Ano19f, Joh99, Med08]. Bigelow [Wal18]. Bill [Eck07b]. Biographies [Ada05, Ada06, AD07, And09, Ano92c, Ano97c, Ano98a, Ber06c, DHO8, For97, HW03, Hai03a, Hai03c, Hai03b, Hai04a, Hai04b, Hai04c, Hai05a, Hai05b, Hai05c, LB06, Lee99a, Lee00b, Lee01d, Lee01c, Lee01a, Lee01b, Lee02, LH03, Pol03, RAG +04, Van09, Wei92e, Wei92b, Wei92c, Wei92d, Wei93d, Wei93a, Wei93b, Wei93c, Wei94b, Wei94c, Wei94d, Wei94e, Wei95c, Wei95a, Wei95b, Wei96a, Wil92b]. Biography [Gio93, G111a]. Biology [San93]. Biomedical [Nov11, Rus13a]. Bion [Kid97b]. Birth [CG94, Lip15, McQ09, Kid99a, Win96]. Birthday [Lee93d]. Bitnet [GC00]. Black [Con95]. Blackett [And07b]. Blaise [Kis98]. Blanch [Gri97]. Bletchley [Ano97e, Wei94a, LH95, ORB +92, Sal05]. Blomkamp [RCP +13]. Blue [Joh99, Med08]. Board [Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15d]. Boat [Ges07a]. Body [Ano97d]. Boeblingen [Ges04a, Ges04b, Roj04a, End04]. Bolt [WN05, WN06]. Bombs [EMW02, LBA00]. Bone [Roe17]. Bonner [Moo03]. Book [Ake00, Ano97b, Ano97e, Ano97d, Ano97f, Bal76, Bar03, BS11, Ber03d, Bro77, CK97, Cer03, Dra76a, EA17, Fie03, Ger04, Gui99, Kid99a, Lee97, Lee99b, Mis99, Mor03, Nas75, Nor77, Oie77, Pos00, Rio00, Roj04a, Roj04b, Rus16d, Rus17, Sei03, Smi99a, Smi02, Smi03, Smi78, Smi99b, Spi03, Spr18a, Tym99, Wal00, Wei94a, Wil00a, Wil01a, Win03, Rus15c, Rus16a, Lip15]. Books [Smi03, Ano14e, GH18b, KW19,rus13b, Rus14b, Rus14a, Rus15d, VM18]. Bootstrapping [Bar03]. Boroughs [Ges09b]. Both [Fev13]. Bottomless [Med08]. Bounding [Was13]. Boundaries [Jes07]. Boys [Pet05]. Brain [Ano00b, Bow96c, Wil00a]. Brake [Hic08]. Branch [BBW18, Cor17]. Brazil [RC15, da 15a]. Breaking [GM96, LH95]. Bresenham [RG02]. Brief [DAGVR +15, Tak96, Tri01, Wir08, Kid00h]. Brinch [LH03]. Britain [Mac03]. British [Bow96c, CCK00, Hic10]. Brno [SWH18]. Broadcasts [Jon04]. Programming [Hic13]. Bromley [Wil00c, Wil00d]. BT [Per99]. BTM [Yos13a]. Buffer [Sho01].
Classification [Tha17, Kid00j].
Classrooms [Ran14]. Clearing [De 95].
Clement [Rob93, Wil92b]. Cleve [Hai08].
Clipping [Lee98a]. Clones [Sta15].
Clothes [Hic10]. Cloud [Ano14g].
Cleve [Hai08]. Clippinger [Lee98a].
Clones [Sta15]. Clothes [Hic10].
Cloud [Ano14g]. Club [Pet17].
Coast [ERS03]. Coaxial [Roe17].
Code [HPR14b, Par16a, Rus06].
Codebreaker [And07a]. Codebreakers [Wei94a].
Codes [GM96, LH95]. Codebreaking [Hai18, Smi01a].
Codebreakers [Wei94a]. Codebreakers [Hai18, Smi01a].
Codebreaking [Hai18, Smi01a]. Codebreakers [Wei94a].
##########################
Countess [Lee00a]. Couple [Asp01a].
Courses [AKM08]. Cover [Ano13d, Ano15i, Ano15j, Ano15k, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano18i, Ano18f, Ano18g, Ano18h, Ano19i, Ano14a, Ano14b]. CPL [Har13]. CPU [Maz07]. Craft [Tha17].
Cybersecurity [Ano14f, Ano15n, Ano15o, DF16].
Cylberspace [Cer03, Fid17, Kru07]. Cyberwar [Hum12]. Cycle [Kne17]. Ceskoslovakia [Dur14]. Ceschoslovakian [Dur10, Kis99a].

D [Ano17i, Ash76, Kis95]. Dahlgren [Lee00c]. Dame [Mac98]. Dame [Spi18].
De-Programming [Hi13]. Dealer [Was13]. Death [Lip15]. Debate [Ben93a, Ben93b, Ber92, Buc95a, Buc95b, BS96, Car92, Dnm94, Ekl92, GM96, Gro92, Gro93, Hal92, Hyn92, Jac93, Kis92b, Kis92a, Rob93, Ros92, Tod93, Tro93, Tro95, WF92].
Debated [Day16]. Debates [Lon08, Sha00, Wil00b]. Deborah [Spi14]. Debugging [CK92a]. decline [CCK00]. Decode [EF11]. Decoding [Mar10b, Mar10a]. Defining [Hey08a, Hey08b]. DEHOMAG [Kid95].
Delay [Ben93b, Hal92, Kis92a, WF92].
Denise [Gra07]. Democracy [FHD17, da 15a]. Democratic [Cor12].
Demographics [Cor01b]. Dems [Was13]. Denning [Wal12]. department [Lee95f, Gyo93, LS00, Min07a]. Departments [Kid99e, MS09]. dependencies [DV18]. Derek [Bal76, Bro77, Dra76a, Mor84, Nas75, Ole77, Smi78, Nor77]. Desch [Jac93, LBA00]. Description [Lav06]. Describe [Ano15]. Design [And09, DMD18, DeN15a, Ens18a, Fre07, Hal18, Hin18, Lin16, Ste03, HTAY97, Roh99, ORB +92]. Designer [Hai18]. Desk [Ano04c, Ber01c, Ber02a, Ber02b, Ber02c, Ber03c, Ber03e, Dia19, Ens15a, Ens15b, Ens16a, Ens16b, Ens17a, Ens17b, Ens17d, Ens17c, Gri04b, Gri04c, Gri04d, Gri05a, Gri05b, Gri05c, Gri05d, Gri06a, Gri06b, Gri06c, Gri06d, Gri07b, Gri07c, Gri07d, Hei12a, Hei12b, Hei13a, Hei13b, Hei13c.
Hei13d, Hei14a, Hei14b, Hei12a, Hei12b, WE14, Yos08a, Yos08b, Yos08c, Yos08d, Yos09a, Yos09b, Yos09c, Yos09d, Yos10a, Yos10b, Yos10c, Yos10d, Yos11a, Yos11b, Yos11c, Yos11d, Mal02.

Desktop [BBW18, GH18a, Spr18a, WH17]. Desolla [Mor84]. Details [Roe16b]. Detection [ES05, Yos16b]. Determination [She12].

Determine [Sm199a]. Developing [Fit03b, McK95, Min07a, OARHC10, Sac07, Van10b, Bar97]. Development [BLR11, Boh13, BH95, Con15, ERS03, EM94, FM93, Gan04b, Has16, Hum94, JMV10, Jor09, Kis05, Kne17, LR12, Lon08, Maz07, McD10a, MB09, Par15, Par08, Sat11, Sic10, Spr16, CMM95, DFM +99, O’N95].

Developments [End13, Gup07, Nee92, Ano99b, Fal98]. Device [Dra76b]. Devices [Bru17, Kid19b]. Dial [HT12]. Dialectic [Gal11]. Diamond [Lat13]. Diana [Cer03]. Did [Cor04, FAP +03]. Difference [BS96, Sha97, Rob05b, Roe09, Swa05a].

differential [Hai03a]. Diffusion [RCP +13]. Digital [Ano13c, Bor08, Bul15, Coh15, Col14, ES05, Fra18, Irv01, Mor03, Mul03, Roe17, RCP +13, San11, Smi01b, Smi16a, Sub13, TMS14, Bro99b, BH99, Cor96, Eck98, Gri96, Hal00, Har99, Per99, Rus16a, Tym96].


DPMA [ORB +92]. Draft [vN93]. drawing [RG02]. Dream [Kid97a, Spi03]. dreams [Tom00b]. Driven [Hen10, Roe08, Lan00].


Earliest [Ber05, Neb98, Har99]. Early [AL12, AG12, AC16, Boh13, BL12, Bru17, Bul15, CK92a, Cha12, Chi14, Cow94, End04, End13, Fal98, Fra13, Fra18, Fre07, Gal11, Ges07a, Hai10a, Hem14b, Hem16, Hen10, HIIT05, HP96, Irv01, Jes13, Joh96, Jon03, Jor09, Kee04, Kee05, Kid96d, Kid15, Kid19b, Kir99, Kos07, MA96, Med08, Neu04, Nov11, OB08, OARHC10, Paj08, Pee09, Phi12, RP12, Roe08, Run08, SB98, Sho01, Smi07, Smi12, Spe98, Sta14, VN11, WC12, Yat97, Yos15b, Yos16b, Asp00, CK92c, CK98, Cos96, DMPS99, Gri94, Gur96, Puc96, RG02, Van95].

East [Cho16]. Easter [Alo04]. Eastern [Hen05, HIIT05, HII +05].

Ebony [Nel17]. EC [Van10b]. Eckert [Ano19a, Eck96, Lee95c]. Ecologies [Ake04].

Economic [CKGS08, Cor97, Day16, Jac16, Kid00f]. Economy [Sm16b]. Ed [Kid97a, RCP +13].

Kit16c, Kit16d, WS17, YS12, Cor98, Sto99. 
Ever [Cam13]. Everyday [Asp13]. 
Everyone [CG06, CG07]. Evidence [Nov11, Sha00]. Evidence-Based [Nov11]. 
Evolution [CK97, CK07b, Cor07, Gra02b, GK02, Lei08, Nan09, War15, Kid99b, Kid99c, Pos98]. 
Ewing [Sin99a]. Excursion [Ges07a]. execution [CMM95]. 
Exercise [Bro10]. Exhibition [Sza18, Yam19]. Expansion [AG12, Cla10, Sch08]. Experience [Fra13, De 95, HTAY97]. Experiences [Mac03, Mi06, Wyv98, Kis99, Mey99]. 
External [Wie10]. Extra [Ano02c]. Eyes [Cor06b, Lew16]. Eyewitness [McK11].

Facts [Bru17]. Failed [Har13]. Failing [Cer14]. Failure [CO12, Cro18, Ich06, Mai16, Neu09, Ste06, DV18]. Fairchild [Law10, LR12, Maz08]. Fall [Dur10, Gri01b, Rub06, Tak05, Lee95f].

Familiar [Roy11]. Family [Sch17, KS97, Lee00a, WD98]. Fantasy [Cro18]. Far [Mar12, Hen05, HIIT05, HII+05]. farm [Ha00]. FastLane [GH18b]. Fate [Wil93b]. 
Father [Sub12]. features [HTAY97]. federal [Gre95]. Federation [Tat10]. 
Feedback [Ger04, RAG+04]. Feigenbaum [Gri13]. Fellowship [Yos01]. Female [Cam03b]. Fermat [Cor08a]. Fernando [Ano12b, Spi15a, Spi16a]. Fernbach [Ano17y]. Ferranti [Twe93]. Ferrite [Car92]. Ferut [Hum94, Wil94b]. Feynman [Sei00]. Field [McG12, SW95, Mey99].

Fields [Ens01]. Fifties [DMD18]. fiftieth [Win96]. Figure [Wu15]. film [Rus15c]. 
Final [Ber03e, Ekl92]. Finding [Mah04]. findings [Kis98]. Finland [Paj08, SS09, SR14, Ve99]. Finn [Ber03d]. Finnish [VN11]. fire [Kid99a, Per99]. firing [Pol97]. Firms [Hai05b]. First [Ano00b, Bac09, Dav17, Doy01, Dra76b, DA14, EF11, Gal04, Gil07, GS04, HN13, Ich06, Kid99e, Neu05, Roe09, WN05, WN06, Wil18, ZR06, vN93, Ake00, Bis98, Bro99b, FAP+03, Gil97, Joh99, Kis95, Lan00, LBA00, Mar10b, Rei97, Wei00, Wil00a, Wil92b, Too10]. Fit [Ano16j, Ano17w, Ano17x, Ano17v, Ano17b, Ano17c].


Forward [Cor07]. Forstering [Us09a]. Foundation [GH18a, Roj04a, Bur02, Nor01].

Founders [Joh02]. Founding [Ber05, ERS03, JB07, Pag08]. Four [Ral04, Rus13b]. Fourth [Raw14, AG19].
Fowler [GHV05]. FP [Var94]. FP-6000 [Var94]. Fragments [Roe09]. Frame [Sha01].

France [BBC+09a, BBC+09b, PM12, MK14]. Frank [Hai04b]. fraternity [Kid00a]. Frederick [RAG+04]. Friedman [Bue95b]. Frohman [Kat18].

Front [Ano13d, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano15h, Ano15i, Ano15j, Ano15k, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f].
Wil93a, Wil94a, Wil96a, Wil97b, Lee95b.

Issue/From [Ber01c, Ber02a, Ber03c].

issues [Cert97, Italian [Hen10, HT12].

Italy [DMPS99]. IV [Pos98].

J [Cro99, GH18b, RAG04, Rus13a, Rus13c, Wal12]. J. [Eck96, Kit03, Lee95c].

Jack [Eck07a]. James [RCP+13, Gui99].

Japan [CK08, CO12, HII+05, Sat11].

Japanese [Tak96]. Jean [Ber09, MK10, SWH18].

Jeffrey [GH18b, Lee99b, RAG+04]. Jeremy [Cert03].


Joan [Lee01d]. Job [Ano15g, Ano16b, Ano17f, Ano17e, Ano17o, Ano17p].

Joe [Bro18, Jac93]. John [Ano99f, Ano98a, Ano99c, CD14, Cos96, Gri00a, Gri03a, Hai10b, Lee95d, Lee01d, Lee01c, Sei03, Wil01b].

Johns [GH18b, Mor03, RAG+04]. Join [NL16].

Jonathan [Ano99d]. Joseph [LBA00, Wil92b].

Journal [Pol95, Sha00, SD98]. Journey [Kid99d, Sin99].

JSTOR [Sha00]. July [Hus97]. Jumping [Dow04].

Junction [Yoo05].

Kangxi [Ano92d]. Kanji [HIIT05].

Kare [Hin18]. Karl [Roj04a]. Katapayadi [Ram97].

Kay [Bar07]. Kelly [RAG+04].

Ken [Ano17y, Win03]. Kennedy [Ano17y].

Key [Hei11, Hen10, Par15, Roe08].

Key-Driven [Hen10, Roe08]. Key-Set [Hei11].

Keystone [McC02]. Kidwell [Ano00b].

Kiesler [RAG+04]. Kilburn [And09, BG93b].

Kilby [Eck07a]. Killer [Ben13].

King [Lee97]. Kingdom [Kir99, Wvy99].

Kings [Lee95c]. Kissinger [Lap11].

Kling [Hai03b]. Knowing [Sei97].

Knowledge [Ake04, Ano17z, Puc96].

Known [Bru17, EF11]. Knox [Mor03].

Knuth [CK14]. Kong [Smi16b]. Konrad [Gil97, Roj97, RDGH05, Wei96c].

Korean [Par15, Par16a].

L [Asp93a]. L. [Cro99]. Labor [Sch17].

Laboratories [Roj04a, Irv01]. Laboratory [Spe98, BBC+09a, BBC+09b, Bur02, Gree04a, Gra04b, Hov99, Lat13, LBA00, Moo01, PHL92].

Labs [Mor03, RAG+04].

Lady [Too96]. Landscape [McD10b]. Lane [Del08].

Language [All18, Ber09, DA14, End13, KKW09, NM09, Nan09, Nof10, Raw14, Sin09, Smi11, Wad12, Wei06, Gil97, McK95].

Languages [All18, Ber94, Den15b, Hen05, HIIT05, HII+05, Pau14, Sni04, WP94, Ral99].

Landsdown [Ano99f]. Laptop [Lin16].


Later [Nee92]. Latin [da 15b]. Launch [CO12].

Lautenberg [Hai04b]. Law [Mo106].

Lawrence [Hai05c, Kit12c]. Lay [Gre05].

Laying [GH18a]. Lead [HII+05, MT06].

Leadership [Ano17a, Asp07]. Leading [Ano15v, Hea05].

Leap [CVRM15]. Learning [Pla16, Sl15].

least [Gas99]. Lebedev [CG94].

Led [Spr16]. Lee [Wei92e, Wei96a]. Legacy [Kid97a, Law10, Roj97]. Legal [Kid06c].

Legend [Law10]. Legibility [All18].

Lehners [Cor08a]. Leibniz [Kis99b]. LEO [Ari00, Cam03a, Kid99e, PHL92, Kis99a].

Less [DMD18]. Lesson [Nel17]. Lessons [Ens04a, FM93, Mai16, MF93, Ste06, Lee96].

Letter [Ber92, EMW02]. Letters [Ano19f, Gri02, Gri04e, Ano18].

Level [Fei11, Gil97]. Levinson [Tym99]. LFK [Ano02f].

LGP [Smi07]. LGP-30 [Smi07].

Libraries [GR02, Ray02, Wil02]. Library [BB02, Bur02, Cer03, Gra02b, Mai02, Mar02, McC02, SRG02, Sni03, Asp99, Ano14k, BGM02, Wil01a].

Licklider [Kit03]. Life [Ake08, Ano98b, Ano00b, Asp01b, Asp13, Bjo03, Kne17, Moo03, Neu06, Par15, RAG+04, Rus13a, ZR06, Cos96, Cro00a, Sei03, Yat97].

Lifetime [Mac03]. Light [Smi16a]. Lillian
[Kid99a]. Limits [EM94, Sei00]. LINC
[Kit08b]. Line [Hal92, Lee92g, WF92, RG02]. line-drawing [RG02]. Lines
[Ben93b, Kis92a, Dor94]. Link [McQ09].
Link-State [McQ09]. Lions [Ano99c]. Lisa
[Kit00d]. LISP [McJ17b]. listings [Ano00a].
Listserv [GC00]. Lithuania [TZ99]. Little
[OK07, Kid00i]. Lives [CK94]. Living
[Cro03a, Tri01, Wei96b]. Local
[CVRM15, Ens18b, Ges06b, Ges09a].
Locality [AD14]. Locating
[Ber92, Kis97, LM94]. Lock [Gre95].
Lock-in [Gre95]. LOCOMAT [Roe12].
LOCS [Ano18a]. Logical [DMD18]. Logos
[Was13]. Long [Wei08, Mar10a, Ges10b].
Long-Term [Wei09]. Look
[Rop07, Tha17, LS00]. Looking
[Ano17, Ano17p, Cor06b, Mit08]. LOSC
[Ano18]. Losing [Ver11]. Lost [Hea01a].
Lotus [Kap07, Sac07]. Louis
[Out03, Kid00a]. Louise [Nik17a]. Lovelace
[FF03, Lee00a, Spi03, Too96]. Lowther
[Lee01d]. Ltd. [Cro99].

M [Cro03, Kid96b, Smi03]. MAC
[LFS92, LR92]. Machin [RG02]. Machine
[Ano01, Ano97f, Ger04, GHV05, Gri03b,
Hei11, LBA00, MA96, Pla16, Roe08,
RAG+04, SR14, Tur11, Wad12, Aga01,
CF92, Kid00a, Kid00k, Kid98, Lee00c,
McK95, Smi02]. Machines [CVRM15,
Den01, Den15b, Dic13, Hai18, Jon04, Kid01d,
Sei97, vdE94, Kid99b, Tym96]. Maddida
[ERS03]. Made [Ano92d, Cor97, Lee95e].
Magazine [Nei17]. Magazines [Ano13c].
Magnavox [MS09]. Magnetic [Wei00].
Maher [Rus13c]. Mahoney
[RCP+13, Asp14, CK13]. Mail [Van12].
main [Sto99]. Mainframe [Lap09, Gre95].
Mainframes [Tak05, Kid99c].
maintenance [DV18]. Major [Ano16h].
make [Ro98]. Makes [Mah08, Smi07].
Making [GH18b, Kid00f, LR12, Sjö11,
Sta03, Aga01, Bro99a, Kid00g, Smi02].

Malta [Al07]. man [Gas99].
man-in-space [Gas99]. Management
[Ano18, Ano18n, BH09, GB09, Gra12,
Gra13, Kos07, Kru09, MG09, Sip13].
Managing [Boh13, GH18b]. Manchester
[Ibb99, And07b, Bur05, Cop11a, Cop11b,
Cro93, Gio93, Hai03a, Lau93, PFB93, SB98,
Twe93]. Manufacturing [Lin16, MF93].
Mapping [Kru07, Smi00]. Maps
[FC15, FC16]. MARC [MC02]. March
[Yos16b]. Mark
[GH18b, Lee00c, Pos98, SB98]. Market
[da 15a]. Marketing [Ben13, Woh06].
Markets [Sch08]. Marquand [BH99].
Martin [RAG+04]. Mary [Cro03a].
Maryland [Min07a, Min07b]. Masthead
[Ano13c, Ano16k, Ano16l, Ano17q, Ano17r,
Ano18q, Ano18r, Ano18s]. Matsare [Van09].
Matching [Gil07]. Materiality
[Cor06, Ens13]. Math [Gri98].
Mathematical
[CCK00, Gri01b, Hai08, Hai10b, Kid97b,
Kid99e, PHIL92, Roe12, Puc96, G rein97, Pol95].
Mathematician [CD14]. Mathematics
[Lon08, MP97, Puc96]. Matilde
[VHCSC15]. Matlab [Hai08]. Matters
[Ano14d]. Mauchly [Ano19a, Cos96].
Maurice [Lee93d]. Max [And07a].
McCLean [Ano98a]. McIntyre [Smi11].
MCM [Sta03, Sta17]. MCM/70 [Sta03].
Me [BJ03]. Meaning
[Ano00b, Jac16, Pos00]. Meanings
[CO12, Ver11]. Measuring [Sla15].
Mechanical [Ben93b, Cly93, Dra76b, Hal92,
Kis92a, Roe15, Roe16b, San13, WF92].
Mechanics [WD98]. Mechanism
[Ash76, Ball76, Bro86, Bro77, Dra76a, Mor84,
Nas75, Nor77, Oke77, Smi78, Spi08, de 74].
Medal [Bow98a]. Media [Br06]. Medical
[Cas06]. Medicine [Nov11]. Medium
[Bar07]. Meeting [PM12, WH17]. Meets
[Cor08a, Bro99a]. Member [Ano98b].
Membership
[Ano13f, Ano14d, Ano17w, Ano17x, Ano17v,

NA-Net [DGG+08]. name [Lee00a]. Names [Fei11]. Narain [RAG+04]. nation [Coh98]. National [Fid18, ORB+92, Paj08, Par16a, Sub14, Dav17, Gru96, Kri98, Lap11]. Natural [Tym99, Wei06]. Natural-Language [Wei06]. Nautical [Cro03b]. Naval [LBA00, Moo01]. Navy [Doy01]. Nazi [LM94]. NCC [Hus97]. NCR [LBA00]. near [Kid00g]. Nebeker [RAG+04]. necessity [Sha97]. Need [Cor04, Kid00]. needed [Coh98]. negotiated [Fit03b]. Negotiating [Sta13]. Neil [Wei96d]. Neill [RCp+13]. Nelson [VM18]. Nema [Kid00k]. Nerds [Kid00h]. Net [Nor98, DGG+08]. Netherlands [vdE92]. Netlib [DGG+08]. Nets [Gu199]. Network [Ano02f, CH05, Hem16, Mai16, Sch06a, Est00, Fei10]. network-based [Est00]. Networking [PM12]. Networking [Ano18u, Cer03, Day16, Fie03, Ges06b, PB06]. Networks [Ayl10b, DF16, Ges09a, HP96, Kid96d, RP12, Rus12b, Gu199]. Neumann [Gil97, GH93, Gri03a]. Neural [Gu199]. Never [All19, Tat13]. Newell [Cly93, Sim98]. Newman [And07a, WN05, WN06]. Newspapers [MT06]. Nicolas [Kid97b]. Nimbi [Jor09]. Nineteenth [Kid10b]. No [Cor15a, Swa05a, Ano97e, Win03]. Noble [Har13]. NOL [Wil01b]. NOMAD [Raw14]. Nominations...
Perspective [Asp92a, Asp92b, Asp92c, Asp93b, Asp93c, Asp93d, Asp93e, CK12, Hoa03, Hum02, Nor01, Spi08, Joh99].

Perspectives [Ano09e, CKGS08, Kid96c, NM09].

Persuasion [Ano09e, CKGS08, Kid96c, NM09].

Phenomenon [And07b, Cro93].

Phil [Owe96].

Philadelphia [Hea01b].

Philco [Kos03a, Ros04].

Philips [Pee09].

Philosophers [Hem19].

Phonetic [Hen05].

Photolithographic [Lat13].

Physicist [And07b].

Picture [PM12].

Pictures [RCP + 13].

Piece [CK02a, Cor01a, Cor09, Dic13, DA14, Edw01, Gri00b, Lap09].

Pillars [CK02b].

pilot-induced [Ano99e].

pinkerton [Ano98a].

Pioneer [Ano07a, Ano09, Cam03b, CD14, CH15, Goe02b, Goe02a, Hai08, Hai10b, Hai11, Nik17b, Nyi11, SL12, SK11, Spi15a, Spi16a, Spi16b, Spi16c, Sub13, Twe93, WH17, Yos13b, Cro00b, Kis99a, Hus97].

Pioneering [Bir96, CK08, Ste06, SW95, Hai00].

Pioneers [RAG + 04, Kid96d].

Pit [Med08].

Pittsburgh [Asp99, Ges08].

PKI [Par15].

Plain [Lap09].

Plains [Ges09a].

Planar [LR12].

Plankalkül [Gil97].

Planned [GH93].

Planning [Gri00b].

Plans [Bro00, Wil00c].

Plated [Hai01].

Platforms [Sum07].

Play [Rus16d].

Plug [Tak05].

Plug-Compatible [Tak05].

Plus [Est02].

Pocket [RP12].

Point [Cor15a].

Policy [Bak17, Lon08, Sub14, Van10b, War15, Kid00f].

Political [Ich06, McD10b, Wei08, Joh99].

Politics [Don10, Tin10].

Pollak [Kis99a].

Pong [Low09].

 Poor [Kid00f].

portrait [Cro00b, Spi03].

Portrayals [Vog17].

possible [Cor97].

Postal [De 95].

Postcolonial [PN16].

Postel [Ano99d].

PostScript [War18].

Postwar [CK08, CO12, Sch17].

Potential [Nel17].

Power [Coh15, Ens04b, Lew17, Sla08].

Pp [Smi78, Ano97e, GH18b, Mor03, RCP + 13, Smi03, Win03].

Practical [Kid15].

Practice [Ayl10b].

Practices [Cor07, Cor08b].

Precision [WD98].

preconditions [Cor97].

Present [Nan09, Neb98].

Preserve [Shu06].

Preserving [Cor09, Gra03].

President [Ber90].

Presper [Eck96, Lee95c].

Press [Ber03d, GH18b, Mor03, RAG + 04, RCP + 13, Win03].

Price [Bro77, Nor77, Smi78, Ash76, Bal76, Dra76a, Mor84, Nas75, Oel77].

Priestley [GH18b].

Primes [Bu15].

Principal [Kid97b].

Printed [Kid15].

Privacy [Ano19n, Ano19d].

Private [Hym92].

Privatizing [Abb10].

Prize [Ano98b].

Probability [Dry18].

Problem [Fri94, Nel17, Wuj15, Fit02b].

Problems [HS14].

Process [Ayl10a].

Processing [Ayl10a].

Process-Control [Ayl10a].

Program [Ber06a, Ber06b, CG06, ES05, Hai06, Mak06, NM09, Sin09, Yos01, Bir06, Kir98, Kis99a, Tat10].

produced [RCP + 13].

Product [Boh13, Gan04b, Hai02, Hen05, McG09, Ano02e, Pos98].

Production [FC15, O'D09, Van95].

productivity [Kid96g].

Products [GJ02, Yos15b].

Profession [Zwe99].

Profession/occupation [Zwe99].

Professional [Ano19m].

Professionalism [Ens01].

Professionalization [FHD17].

Profit [Moo03].

Program [HPR14c, Hem19, McG09, Rop07, WI14, Cer97, Gri96].

Programmability [HP18].

Programmable [RP12].

Programme [Dav17].

Programmer [Vog17, Wil00c, Bro00].

Programming [Alb14, All18, Ber94, Ber09, CK92c, CK98, CK07b, Gric11b, Kos03a, Kos03b, Nof10, Pau14, Pay14, Ran94, Wie92a, Gil97, Rob99].

Programs [Hun12, Jon03, Pau14, SB98].

Progression [Smi16b].

Project [Dur10, McJ17b, Moo10, MK14, OARHC10, PHL92, Rob16, Spi05, Wil01b, Ibb99, Joh99, Gas99, Gri97, Gri98, LFS + 92, LR92, Ran15,
Roe12, Wil18. Projects [Paj08, Gri98].
Prototype [Roe09, SB98, Spr18a]. Provision [AW94]. Prudential [Yat97].
Public [Par15, Wil18]. Public-Key [Par15]. Publications [GH18b, KW19, Smi78, VM18]. Publishers [Ral04]. Publishing [BBW18, GH18a, Pag08, RAG+04, Sey18b, Spr18a, Spr18b, WH17]. Punched [Kis92b, Kis05, Wil02, vdE94, Hei97, Kis97].
Pushing [Jes07]. Quadrupole [CO12]. Queries [Ben93a, Ben93b, Ber92, Buc95a, Buc95b, BS96, Car92, Dum94, Ekl92, GM96, Gro92, Gro93, Hal92, Hym92, Jac93, Kis92b, Kis92a, Rob93, Ros92, Sha00, Tod93, Tro93, Tro95, WF92, Wil00b]. query [Fit02b]. Quest [Ayl00b, Wil00a]. Question [Ayl10b, Ens01]. Quetelet [Ber92]. Quing [Ano92d].
R [Cer03, GH18b, Hai10b, Kit03, PM12]. R&D [Bar05, Hea05]. Race [Ne117, Tom96].
Radar [Gre13]. Radical [And07b].
Radinsky [Nik17a]. RAID [Kat10].
RAND [Mis16, S98, G901, G904, Sch08].
Raytheon [Kos07]. RCA [AL12]. RDBMS [CK12, HN13]. Ready [WJ05]. Real [Cer14, Mar12, Gas99].
Reasoning [Jon03]. Rebuilding [Sal05].
Reckoners [WJ05]. Recoding [Rus13c].
Recognition [Ano15l]. Recollection [Gra02a, Kat10, Kee04, Kee05].
Recollections [Ban07, Joh02, Kap07, Ros04, Rub06, Sac07, Kid00d].
Recomputing [Roe12]. Reconfigurable [HPR14c].
Reconstruction [RDGH05].
Reconstructions [Swa05b]. recording [Wei00]. Records [Cor09, ORB+92, Rop07].
References [Ano92e]. reference [Hai03a].
Reimagining [Alp15].
Relational [Dar12, Gra12, Gra13, Gri12, WC12].
remembrances [BBB+98]. Remington [Sch08].
Reminiscence [Cam93a]. Reminiscences [Ber03f, Ran15]. repeat [Lee96].
Replicating [Bur05]. Report [Dod00, Kid96a, vN93]. Representation [FC16]. Reprint [CK92d, CK01b].
Republic [Cor12]. Repurposing [Hic08].
Requirements [Hen05]. Rescuing [Kid99e, Smi99b].
Research [AL12, Cor04, Cro92, ERS03, Mor03, ORB+92, Spe98, Ber03f, Est00, Klu99].
ResearcHing [Cor02]. Reservation [Dor94, Ekl94]. Reservations [RAG+04].
Reserve [da 15a]. ReserVec [Dor94].
Reservisor [Ekl94]. Resistance [Sla08].
Resolution [Ano95]. Resources [Ano16, Mar02]. Response [All19].
rest [Lee95e]. Restoration [Spi05, Too10].
Restructuring [Par16b, Kid00f].
Resurrection [WI14]. Retail [VN11].
Rethinking [Sla08]. Retrieval
GK02, Mal02. Retrospect [Twe93, Veh99]. Retrospection [End93]. Retrospective [Spr16, WI14]. Reunion [ORB+92, LBA00]. Reve. [Ano97c]. Revealed [HW17]. Review [Ake90, Ash76, Bal76, Bar03, Ber03d, Bro77, Cer03, Cor98, Dra76a, EMW02, Fie03, Ger04, Gui99, Kid97a, Kid97b, Kid99a, Lee99b, Mor03, Nas75, O'N95, Pol77, Pos00, Rio00, Roj04a, Roj04b, Sei03, Smi99a, Smi02, Smi03, Smi78, Smi99b, Spi03, Sza18, Tym99, Wal00, Wei94a, Wil00a, Win03, PM12, Rus16a, Rus16d, Rus17, Roj04a]. reviewed [Ano14e, GH18b, KW19, Rus13b, Rus14b, Rus15d, VM18]. Reviews [AC17, Ake98, Ald02, Ann12, Ano977, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97f, Ano00b, Ano03b, Ano04d, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano09f, Ano09g, Ano10b, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano11e, Ano14e, BBS06, CK97, CK01a, Cer92a, CFS92, Cer92b, Cer92c, Cer93, Con17, Dow09, EA17, GH18b, Hey09, HC06, Kid93a, Kid93b, Kid93c, Kid94a, Kid94b, Kid94c, Kid94d, Kid95, Kid96a, Kid96c, Kid96d, Kid96e, Kid96f, Kid00d, Kid00f, Kid00g, Kid00h, Kid00j, Kid01l, Kid01c, Kid01a, Kid02, KW19, LA12, Lee97, Neb08, Nor09, PM12, Roj03a, Roj03b, RAG+04, Roj04c, Roj04d, Roj05a, Roj05b, Roj05e, Roj05d, Roj06a, Roj06b, Roj07, RSCF07, Rus12a, Rus13a, Rus13b, Rus13c, RCP+13, Rus14b, Rus14a, Rus15d, Rus15c, Rus15a, Rus15b, Rus16d, Rus16b, Rus16c, Rus17, Smi01a, Swe98]. Reviews [VM18, Wei94a, WFE07]. Revised [Cop11a, Cop11b]. revisited [Old95]. Revolution [ES05, Hai01, Pay14, RAG+04, Sla08, Tym09, Rus16a]. REXX [Cow94]. rhetoric [Joh99, Owe96]. Rhodes [Tom00b]. Rica [VHCSCL]. Rice [Hai10b]. Richard [Ano15a, Ano17n, Lee98a, Lee98b]. right [Ano17b, Ano17c, O'D09]. Ring [Chi14, Nee92]. Ringing’ [OK07]. Riordan [Kid99a]. Ripples [Bor08]. Rise [Dur10, Gri01b, Mor03, Rub06, Tak05, CCK00, Lee95f, LS00]. Risk [Sla15, Ste06]. Rivalry [Lew17, SR14]. Rob [Hai03b]. Robert [Ano99f, Hai04c]. Rocappi [Sey18b]. Rock [Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano15n, Ano15o, Ano15p, Ano16n]. Roger [Wei96a]. Role [Cor07, Kid19b, Sat11, O'N95, Puc96]. roles [Goy96]. Rolex [Ano13h]. Romania [Ano99b]. Rombauer [Gri03a]. root [RG02]. Roots [Mo14, Nov11]. Rope [GH18b]. Rosenfeld [Gui99]. Ross [Mor03]. Rosseland [Hol96]. Rough [Rus06]. Routing [McQ09]. Roxanne [Sub13]. Royal [Gre13, Pee09]. Rule [Kid15]. Rules [Wes17]. Running [Rus06]. Ruptures [da 15a]. Russia [Kli99, Pro99]. S [Ano98c, CK13, Gti03a, Ros04]. S-2000 [Ros04]. S. [CG94]. Saab [Per99]. Sabre [CM95, Hea02]. sale [LS00]. Sales [Cor15a]. Salesman [Cor13, Cor14, Bro99a]. Salton [Wei96f]. Sammet [SWH18, Ber09]. Samuel [Wei92c]. Sandhill [RAG+04]. SAP [Lei08]. SAPO [Dur10]. Sara [RAG+04]. Saturation [Cor15a]. sausage [Lee95c]. Scale [Ayl10b, Hei11, JMSV10, KS97, Log98]. Scales [WT03]. Scarcely [Bru17]. Schafer [PM12]. Schickard [Kis01]. Schmidt [Mis99]. Schoenberg [Hai05c], Scholars [Yos01]. Scholarship [Ano17a]. School [Win96, Cor15a, FH14]. Schwilgué [Roe16a]. Science [Aum11, Car15, Cro92, Gio93, GH18b, Gup07, Hem19, JB07, Lon08, Min07a, Min07b, NK98, SW96, Smi78, Smi99b, Spi03, Asp99, DFM+99, Est96, Kat97, Kli99, Pro99, Sei03, Ral04, Yam19]. Sciences [RR04, Swe05]. Scientific [AW94, DGG+08, Gro93, HW17, Est00, Kli99a, Crc99]. Scholar [Nyi11]. Scientists [AW94, LH95]. Scope [Hei11]. Scott [PM12]. Screen [CHGW17]. Scripts [Sin09]. Scrithers [Dum94]. SDC [Hem14b, Mis16]. SEAC [Kir98]. Sean
[Asp14, RCP+13]. Search
[Ano15g, Ano16b, Ano17f, Ano17e, Bur02, Jon03, McJ17a, Mar10a]. Searching
[SRG02]. Second [Neu06]. Secondary
[AKM08]. secrecy [Kid96f]. Secret [Wil18]. Secrets [HW17, Mar10a]. Sector [WT03].
Security [Ano19d, Ano19n, DeN15a, Fid18, Lap11, Mis16, Sha15, War15, Yos15a, Yos15b, Yos16a, MP97]. Seduction [Bak17].
Seeking [Ano14h]. seen [Kis99b]. Selected [NK98]. Selection [Lew17]. Selling
[Mer06, Was13]. semiconductor
[Kit00f, Law10, LR12]. Seminar [Mit08].
sequence [Kis95]. sequence-controlled [Kis95]. Sequences [Roe15, Roe16b].
Serbian [MPDT12]. Series
[CK10b, ORB+92, Wno03, CK92d]. Service
[Ano15a, Cro99, Hai02, Hai04b, Dav17, De 95]. Services [Gra02a]. session [Hus97].
Set [Hei11, Mal02]. Seven [Lee97, Gas99].
Severo [Smi03]. Seymour [Ano17y]. Shape
[Bro10]. shaped [Kid00e]. Shaping
Sharing
[CKGS08, Hai05b, Hem14b, Lee92f, Lee92e, Lew14, Ros92, Run08, Spi15a, Spi16a, Wei10].
Shift [San11]. Shinkansen [Has16]. Shirley
[Sp18]. Short [Smi04, Sze99]. Should
[Shu06]. shuttle [Ano99e]. Side [Par07].
Sidney [Ano17y]. Sight [Lap09]. Sightings
[Ano01c, Ano02e, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano04b, Asp01c, Cam04, CE02, CE03a, CE03b, CE03c, CEG+03, CRM+04, FC00b, FC01a, FC01b, Grit99, Grit04a, Kit05a, Kit05b, Kit05c, Kit05d, Kit06a, Kit06b, Kit06c, Kit06d, Kit07, KSFY07, KYG+07, KFS+07, KMA+08, KHS+08, Kit08a, Kit09a, Kit09b, Kit09c, Kit09d, Kit10a, Kit10b, Kit10c, Kit10d, Kit11a, Kit11b, Kit11c, Kit11d, Kit12c, Kit12a, Kit12b, Kit13a, Kit13b, Kit13c, Kit13d, Kit14b, Kit14c, Kit14a, Kit14d, Kit15a, Kit15b, Kit15c, Kit15d, Kit16a, Kit16b, Kit16c, Kit16d, WS17, YS12, FC00a]. Signal [ES05]. Silicon
[Ber03d, RAG+04]. SIM8 [Sta07]. SIM8-01
[Sta07]. SimH [Sup15]. Simon
[Hey08a, Hey08b]. Simple [HS14].
SIMULA [Hoi94]. Simulating [ZR06].
Simulation [Bak17, Rei08]. Simulations
[HPR14a]. simulator [Per99]. Sing
[Ano97d]. Sinhal [Nan09]. Sisson
[Wei96a]. Sixty [Kne17]. Size [Kis92b].
Skär [Ano13h]. skepticism [Bow96c].
Slashdot [Cer02]. Slice [Lun18]. Slide
[Kit15]. Slot [Tur11]. Slovakia [DFM+99].
Slowly [OK07]. Small [CVRM15]. Smart
[RAG+04]. Smithsonian [Dod00]. Social
[Ano18u, EM94, Ens04b, Lee92i, Par15, Ran14, RP12, Wei08, GC00]. Society
[Ano17n, Ano17l, Ano18m, Ano18n, Asp15, Kid99e, Ano15m, Ano16h, Ano16i, Ano16g, Ano16j, Ano17m, Ano17k, Ano18k, Ano18], Ano18l, Ano19j, Ano19k, Bow98b, Woo95].
sociological [Mac95]. Sociologist
[Sub13]. Sociotechnical [Par15]. Soft
[Tym99]. Software [Ber06a, Ber06b, CK97, CK07a, CG06, CG07, Con15, Cor02, Dia16, End04, Ens09, Goo2b, Goo2a, Gra02a, GJ02, Gra03, JG12, GS04, Hai02, Hai05b, Hai08, Hai09, Hai10b, Hai11, HW17, Hum94, Hum02, Joh02, Kap07, Kee04, Kee05, Kne17, Lei08, Lei17, Mah04, Mah08, McD10a, Mer06, Pug02, Sat11, Sch06a, Shu06, Sic10, Sta14, Sta17, Wir08, Woh06, Yos15b, Ano02e, Bab97, DV18, Joh98, Kid00d, Pos98, Sha97, Bau06, Lei17, Mag09, Pag08].
Solicited [Ano17y]. Solid [Gre13, Har99].
solid-state [Har99]. Solla
[Bal76, Bro77, Dra76a, Nas75, Nor77, Ole77, Smi78].
Solutions [Hen05, HIT05]. Solver [Fri94].
solving [Mar10b]. Some [Ber03c, OK07].
Sonic [RAG+04]. Sorting [Kid00j]. Source
[Ens04a]. Sources [Nel17, Wil98a, Van95].
Soviet
[Ber03f, CG94, FBK06, Ich06, Lew16, Sta15].
Sovietization [Dur10]. Space
[Dow04, Low09, Ano99e, Gas99]. Spain
[FHD17]. Special [Ber94]. Specified
Teaching [Cro92]. Tech [Ano17a, Ano17b, Ges09a]. TechIgnite [Ano16q]. Technical [Par08, Sei97, McK95]. Technique [Ram97]. Technological [BB02, Hol94, Ich06, Mol14, Var94, Bow96c, Joh99]. Technologies [Ake98, CK08, Cor12, Cor15c, MB09].

Technology [Ano18m, Ano18n, BLR11, BLH12, Car93, Cor06b, Cor08b, Don10, Ges09b, Hal18, JMV10, Kid99e, Lee99b, Lev05, LM94, McDi09, Mis99, Mor03, RAG04, RCP+13, Sub14, Win03, Yam18, DF+99, He97, Joh99, Kis97, MP97, Per99, Pos00, Wri98, Ano00b, JB07, Joh96, WD98, Kid00i].

Telécom [FHD17]. TECO [Mur09]. Telecommunications [Ano97f, BBC09a, BBC09b, Cer03, Pau14, PM12]. Telefunken [JMSV10, JMV10]. Telegraphy [Win03]. Telematics [Fra18]. Telephone [Irv01]. Teletext [Ste06].

Teletext/Videotex [Ste06]. Television [ORB+92]. Tell [Cer14]. Telnet [Fit03b].

tem [Hic19]. Templates [Kid19a]. TEMS [Ano18m, Ano18n]. Tenet [Run08].

TENEX [Mur15]. Tension [DeN15a].

Term [Lee92e, Wei08, Sha00]. Terminal [HVB04]. Ternary [GHV05]. Territory [Roy11]. Texas [Phil2]. Text [Van12].

texts [Kat97]. Textual [Cor01b]. Thai [KKW09]. their [Est06]. Them [RP12].

Theory [Cor08a, Gri03b, Kid99e]. There [Fra04, Lit03, Roe16a, Cor15a]. things [Kid00]. Think [CK02a, Cor01a, Cor09].

Dic13, DA14, Edw01, Gri00b, Lap09].

Thinker [GG92]. Thinking [Lon04]. Third [GS01, GS09, Lee00c]. Third-Generation [GS01, GS09]. Thomas [GH18b, RCP+13, GH05, GH18b, Hal18, Smi99b].

Thompson [Bro18]. Those [Lee96].

Thought [Fel11]. Thoughts [BS11, Ber03c, Sum07]. Three [Gru05, Kos07, RG02]. Tidal [vdE92].

Tillitt [SRG02]. Time [CKGS08, Dow04, Fev13, Hai05b, Hem14b, Lee92f, Lee92e, Lee92g, Lew14, Mar12, Ros92, Run08, Spi15a, Spi16a, Wie10, Gas99, Smi00, Van95]. Time-Shared [Fev13].

Time-Sharing [CKGS08, Hai05b, Hem14b, Lee92f, Lee92e, Lew14, Ros92, Run08, Spi15a, Spi16a, Wie10].

Times [Pat14, Bab97]. timetable [Cor98].

Tinkering [Tin11]. Titan [Nee92]. Title [Wei96b]. Today [Cor09]. Token [Chi14].

Tokyo [Yam19]. Tom [And09, BG93b].

Tomash [Asp01a, Asp01b, Wil01a, Yos01, Yos13b].

Tomlinson [Spi16b, Spi16c]. Tommy [Hai18].

Tomorrow [Cer02, Spi03]. Too [Mar12]. Tooling [Cor16]. Tools [Spr18a].

Top [Fei11]. Top-Level [Fei11].

Top-Notch [Hea05]. Topics [AY11].

Topologist [And07a]. TOPS [Mur15].

TOPS-20 [Mur15]. Torchi [Ros16a].

Toronto [BGM02, Ges07a, Gri94, Hum94, Wil94b].

Total [Nie09]. TR [JMSV10, JMV10, Sie10].

Traces [Mit08]. Tractable [Jon03].

TRADIC [Bro99b]. Traffic [Has16].

Traffic-Control [Has16]. Tragedies [Ano00b, Ake00].

Trans-Canada [Dor94]. Transac [Ros04].

Transactions [Ano19e, Ano19f, Ano19g].

Transfer [Lev05]. Transformation [Per99, Owe96]. Transformations [Bul15].
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